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Special Places: 

 
The Firmanent:  The firmament is the foundation of the Kingdom of Udharīa.  Although 
this kingdom-world is tangible, the firmament is a secret of the elevated places.  Far 
within the reaches of the cosmic heavens, it holds secrets and truths known primarily by 
the Udharian sages and members of its Crown.  It appears blended into the skies, yet it 
does have a physical aspect to it.  Udharīa was not of a total billowy expanse.  Upon it 
are various structures of course, aside from the royal grounds.  Its topography in the 
black sky was of both tangible and intangible solid and plush.  Those not from this world 
would see it as a darkened abyss.  An ironic perception given that its status within this 
universe is that of an esteemed station.   
 
The Kingdom of Udharīa:  Udharīa is a world divided into seven provinces, each with a 
crown representative and elder assigned by the king himself.  The central region, 
Vandhaelya was the epicenter of this world, both naturally and esoterically.  Opaque, a 
region to Vandhaelya’s east was the most vibrant of the dark heavens.  Udharīans often 
vacationed there to witness the wondrous lights of purples, blues, blacks and whites 
electrify the elevated expanse during the alteration of the seasons.  The native 
inhabitants of Oraīque were known throughout this world to be the most kind and 
hospitable.  Aeqhar, a region which rivaled Oraīque in power settled to the west of 
Vandhaelya.  They commanded the clouds, moisture, and sediment which reached from 
the cosmos.  Although the Aeqharī populace were benevolent, they were also practical.  
They were the best planners in times of chaos and many of the Seekers of Light hailed 
from this region.  The Oraīques believed that these notions were born with fully 
developed intelligence as their children were often recruited as students of the 
Udharīan councils.  To the south of Vandhaelya lies Nauthaythe and to the north 
Paqmaeuth.  It houses the People of Sun and Light.  One could find the regions of 
Maesrayah and Quuvathar at the furthermost outskirts of the vast firmament.  The 
Kingdom of Udharīa is one of the three kingdom-worlds here and if not considered the 
higher of the other two, it is at least the equal  complement of the Kingdom of Xūpraeth. 
 
Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth:  It is home to the People of Light and Fire. It has a central Crown 
comprised of King Naĭsaph, Queen Xylīa and Prince Thauses as the current rulers.  
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Though they are powerful kingdom-world with its Crown deferring to the Curators of 
Iridescence and the Luminaries, its king and queen, as well as its heir-apparent.  This 
kingdom's power is reinforced by its sun, one that Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraī will 
replace with the Morningstar.  Their primary transport are large beasts called wiljeunas.  
For those who wish to travel through the cosmos, they traverse the celestial expanse by 
the utterance of three specific words. 
 
The Sacred Place:  The Sacred Place is an existence that is neither parallel nor 
perpendicular to the reality of the Kingdom of (X)ūpraeth.  Only the selected two can 
open and enter it by a specific motion.  Here Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraĭ 
consummate their revered bond.  Here is where the new sun regenerated existed, 
waiting to be harvested.  It is the place of origin of the Morningstar. 

 
The Sealed Place: Is an area unseen within the dwelling of Aeteshara and Euphranaĭ.  It 
lies below, yet within the lower level of their dwelling.  Though it is an intangible 
existence It is here that Prince Thauses and Princess Nuraĭ uncover the mystical chariot. 
 
Cave:  One in which a hollow cave grew with envy until its innards became its décor.   

The conflict grew rapidly that it could not discern between its beauty and wisdom, and its 

horror and ignorance.  Thus, the inside of this dwelling morphed into crystals such as 

these.  It contains crystals that are of healing or of poison. There are compartments, but 

only accessible by those who are aware of its hidden compartments. Muraeth knew of this 

cave beforehand when she, Ganev and Talyra stumbled upon it. 

 
 


